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tipping
Much of what seemed stable for a long time eventually starts to tip. Or we make
it tip: windows can tip, lakes, gymnasts at the bar.
Tipping points are diverse: climate researchers warn about them, Time Magazine
announced a Transgender Tipping Point and in construction mechanics you get
beauties like lateral torsional buckling. What they all have in common is tipping:
Whatever loses its balance may continue this way or that, but not as before.
Whether it will be better, worse, both, or simply different afterwards, we can
rarely glimpse before we reach tipping point.
But if it does not go on just like before, then this crisis, this essential, irreversible,
tipping/swaying/tumbling may become grounds for hope and a source of
renewal. When something established tips, people are at last able to see it and
their mutual relations from a new angle.
TKI open 23_kippen encourages you to take such a new look and asks: What do
we deliberately want to tip over, tilt away and flip into its better opposite? Which
toggle switch to press? What will it be like once we are beyond the tipping point?
How do we prepare for it, how will we care for each other then? TKI open
23_kippen is an invitation to initiatives and artists to fearlessly tip over into a
thinking and an action that allows everything to become possible in a different
way than before.
Text: Martin Fritz, Translation: Brigitte Scott
Funding
TKI open 23 has a total of 100.000 euros of funding available from the federal administration of Tyrol.
The selected projects may be fully funded by TKI open.
Who can enter?
Charitable cultural initiatives and collectives as well as individuals
Who cannot enter?
•
•
•

Public bodies, party-political or religious organisations or commercial cultural event
organisers and businesses
Ongoing or completed projects or projects already funded by TKI open (repeat projects)
Projects that already receive support from the cultural department of the federal
administration of Tyrol

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Explicit engagement with the theme of the call
Originality and quality of the realisation
Reference to Tyrol
Realisation of the project within the year 2023
Sensitive handling of gender issues and societal mechanisms of exclusion, in the wording of
the project, its concept and its realisation

Online submission
Please email your project proposal in German in pdf format to office@tki.at:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed form with the basic details (download from www.tki.at)
Detailed description of the project (5 pages max.)
Calculation of the costs, plus funding plan
Schedule
Details on the proposers

Fair Pay and Sustainability
When calculating remuneration and working conditions, please adhere to Fair Pay. We recommend
taking aspects of sustainability into account in the project design, for example, planning events as
Green Events.
You can find more information on www.tki.at.
Dates
•
•

Submission of proposals closes at midnight on Saturday, 8.10.2022
Public jury meeting: Saturday, 12.11.2022

Jury
A jury of experts from the region and beyond will select the most convincing projects in a public jury
meeting and will recommend these for funding to the federal administration of Tyrol. Only one
project per entrant can be selected.
Information and Advice Event
Friday, 30.9.2022, 5 p.m., online. Please register per email at office@tki.at.
If you have any questions, please contact us – we are happy to advise you!
Contact and Information
TKI – Tiroler Kulturinitiativen
0680 2109254, office@tki.at, www.tki.at
Legal framework
Submission of a project proposal does not give rise to legal claims. The decision will be made without
recourse to legal action. Funding of the selected projects will be handled by the cultural department
of the federal administration of Tyrol.

